FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The hunt for one of history’s greatest treasures, the Holy Grail, leads modern-day researchers on a remarkable journey in...

HOLY GRAIL IN AMERICA
New Two-Hour Special Premiering September 20 at 8pm ET on HISTORY™

Did the Knights Templar, longtime guardians of the Grail, hide the cup of Christ in America … more than 100 years before Columbus ‘discovered’ the New World?

A trail gone cold long ago is retraced with fresh eyes and telling new evidence; where will the investigation ultimately lead?

NEW YORK, AUGUST 2009 – For centuries, the search for the Holy Grail has sent treasure hunters and scholars traipsing all over the globe. Should they have been focusing their efforts all this time in, of all places, North America? HOLY GRAIL IN AMERICA investigates the provocative possibility that the Knights Templar, a legendary Christian military order from the 12th century believed by many to be guardians of the Grail, stashed this precious relic somewhere on American soil – and that they did it more than 100 years before Columbus “discovered” the New World. The two-hour special premieres Sunday, September 20 at 8pm ET on HISTORY.

If retrievable today, the Holy Grail – the legendary relic supposedly used by Jesus at the Last Supper and said to possess miraculous powers – would be an object of incalculable historic and religious value. Searchers seemingly have left no stone unturned, yet the prize continues to elude them. But, by consulting with experts from a variety of scholarly and scientific disciplines (historians, linguists, cartographers, geologists, archeologists, architects, astronomers and more), HOLY GRAIL IN AMERICA picks up a centuries-old trail of breadcrumbs that leads from the Holy Land through Medieval Europe to an unsettled North America first visited by Vikings in 1000 A.D.

One telling clue that the Knights Templar chose to move their vast treasure from Europe to the New World when sentenced to death by a vengeful king and a corrupt pope might be found in Kensington, Minnesota. It is there, in the late 1800’s that a farmer clearing trees unearthed a large stone slab covered with mysterious runes. Some insist that the message carved into the Kensington Runestone and dated 1362 was an elaborate hoax. But other researchers vouch for its authenticity.
and point to it as evidence of Templars in America. If the knights did indeed have the Grail and if they did bring it here, can it be recovered after all this time?

HOLY GRAIL IN AMERICA is produced for HISTORY by Committee Films. Michael Stiller is Executive Producer for HISTORY. Executive Producers for Committee Films are Andy Awes and Maria Awes.

HISTORY™ and HISTORY HD™ are the leading destinations for revealing, award-winning original nonfiction series and event-driven specials that connect history with viewers in an informative, immersive and entertaining manner across multiple platforms. Programming covers a diverse variety of historical genres ranging from military history to contemporary history, technology to natural history, as well as science, archaeology and pop culture. Among the network's program offerings are hit series such as *How the Earth Was Made*, *Ax Men*, *Battle 360*, *The Universe*, and *Ice Road Truckers*, as well as acclaimed specials including *102 Minutes That Changed America*, *King*, *Life After People, 1968 with Tom Brokaw*, *Nostradamus: 2012* and *Star Wars: The Legacy Revealed*. HISTORY has earned four Peabody Awards, four Primetime Emmy® Awards, 12 News & Documentary Emmy® Awards and received the prestigious Governor's Award from the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences for the network's Save Our History® campaign dedicated to historic preservation and history education. *Take a Veteran to School Day* is the network's latest initiative connecting America's schools and communities with veterans from all wars. The HISTORY website, located at [www.history.com](http://www.history.com), is the definitive historical online source that delivers entertaining and informative content featuring broadband video, interactive timelines, maps, games, podcasts and more.
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